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Applied pressure in chemical mechanical polishing �CMP� is shared by the two-body pad–wafer and the three-body pad–abrasive–
wafer contacts. The fraction of applied pressure transferred through the particle contacts is a significant factor as most of the
material removal is due to abrasive particles trapped in the pad–wafer interface. In this work, the contact of a rough, deformable
pad and a smooth, rigid wafer with rigid particles in the contact interface is investigated by using contact mechanics and finite
element modeling. The interactions between the pad, wafer, and abrasive particles are modeled at different scales of contact,
starting from the particle–pad level and gradually expanding to the multiasperity contact of the pad and the wafer. Wear rate due
to each abrasive particle is calculated based on the wafer–abrasive particle contact force and by considering adhesive and abrasive
wear mechanisms. A thin passivated layer on the wafer surface is modeled to consider the effect of chemical reactions between
slurry and wafer. Good agreement between the model and the experimental literature is found for the relationships between
material removal rate and applied pressure, pad elastic modulus and porosity, particle size and concentration, and pad roughness
and wafer hardness.
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Chemical mechanical polishing �CMP� is a polishing method
commonly used in the manufacturing of wafer-based integrated cir-
cuits �ICs�. Since CMP was first introduced to the IC manufacturing
in the mid-1980s by IBM, CMP became a key technology in gener-
ating planar surfaces for several semiconductor manufacturing
processes.1 CMP operation involves forcing a rotating wafer at-
tached to a wafer carrier against a rotating polishing pad. The pol-
ishing pad is covered with liquid slurry, which contains abrasive
particles. The chemical reactions between the CMP slurry and the
wafer are the primary driver for preparing the surface for polishing.
The chemical composition of the surface is modified by the chemi-
cally reactive slurry to favor higher wear rates. In addition to the
chemical interactions, the pad–wafer interface experiences the ef-
fects of contact and lubrication. Three-body contact due to the abra-
sive particles caught between the pad and the wafer and two-body
contact between the pad and the wafer provide the necessary physi-
cal force to remove the material from the wafer surface. While solid-
body contact is taking place, the pad–wafer interface experiences the
lubricating effect of the slurry flow.

The abrasive particles used in conventional polishing techniques
are 2.5–3 times harder than the workpiece material. These tech-
niques cause scratches and pitting on the surface and cracks in the
subsurface of the workpiece. The passivation of the surface layer of
the wafer �workpiece� is important to achieve smooth and planarized
surfaces without any surface and subsurface defects.2 For this rea-
son, an effective CMP process should provide a balance between the
chemical and mechanical effects. The Preston equation is widely
used to calculate the material removal rate �MRR�, which is given as
follows3

RR = kPPoVr �1�

where RR is the removal rate with units of material depth/time, kP is
the Preston constant, Po is the average push-down pressure, and Vr
is the relative sliding velocity of the surfaces. The Preston equation
indicates a linear variation in MRR with respect to applied pressure
and relative velocity. There are various experimental studies indicat-
ing both linear and nonlinear applied pressure Po relationships.4-10

Also, kP is typically determined experimentally, and it conveniently
includes the effects of other parameters that influence the outcome
of polishing.

In this paper, we present a mechanistic model of the MRR in
CMP. A hierarchical model of the particle–wafer–pad interactions,
presented recently,11 was combined with abrasive and adhesive wear
models to obtain a wafer-level MRR model based on particle-level
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interactions. The predictions of the model were compared with pub-
lished experimental data. Material removal models were developed
by considering a contact regime in the pad–wafer interface.2,12-14

The MRR model by Luo and Dornfeld12 and by Qin et al.13 assumed
a mixed contact regime, and the load on particles was found by
using the real contact pressure at the pad–wafer interface. Particle
and mixed contact regimes were formulated by Ahmadi and Xia14

for a hard pad/high particle concentration and soft pad/low particle
concentration, respectively. Fu et al.2 determined the partition of
applied pressure to the pad–wafer direct contact and the pad–
particle–wafer contact by assuming that the pad is a thin elastic
beam supported by particles at the ends.

The model developed in this work uses contact mechanics and
finite element �FE� modeling to enable the calculation of the load
transferred by the particles onto the wafer as a function of typical
CMP parameters. The influence of applied pressure, pad elastic
modulus, pad porosity, pad topography, particle size and concentra-
tion, wafer hardness, and their interactions on the MRR is expressed
in the following form

RR = kw�Es,Es/Ep,�w,�s,Rs,�p,Hpw,Hbw,tpw�f�Po�Vr �2�

where Es and Ep are the solid pad elastic modulus and the porous
pad elastic modulus, respectively, �w is the weight particle concen-
tration of the slurry, �s is the standard deviation �SD� of pad-
asperity summit heights, Rs is the mean radius of the pad asperities,
�p is the SD of the particle size, Hpw and Hbw are the passivated and
bulk wafer hardness values, respectively, and tpw is the thickness of
the passivated layer. The function f describes the variation in MRR
with respect to the applied pressure Po. The MRR is assumed to
increase linearly with relative velocity Vr as the lubrication effects
are neglected in this work. The flow of the slurry causes hydrody-
namic lubrication in the pad–wafer interface and thus influences the
force equilibrium between the pad and the wafer. High deformability
of the polishing pad strongly influences the interfacial behavior, and
the resulting effects have been called soft-elastohydrodynamic
lubrication.15-19 In addition to influencing the macroscale force bal-
ance, the slurry lubrication can also influence the contact conditions
in the asperity wafer interface.20 These effects are not considered in
this work.

The applied pressure on the wafer is carried in part by the two-
body pad-to-wafer contact �direct contact� and in part by the three-
body contact of the pad, the wafer, and the abrasive particles �par-
ticle contact�. The fraction of the applied pressure carried by the
particle contacts is an important factor affecting the MRR as the
majority of the material is removed by the abrasive particles trapped
between the pad asperities and the wafer. Therefore, the calculation
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of the applied pressure carried by particles is critical for the accu-
racy of the material removal models developed to predict MRR in
CMP.

Modeling of Pad–Particle–Wafer Interactions

Different scales of contact encountered in CMP, as illustrated in
Fig. 1a-c, were modeled starting from the smallest contact scale of a
particle trapped between the pad and the wafer and gradually ex-
panding to the pad–wafer rough contact, which is the largest contact
scale considered in this work. Particle-level interactions were mod-

c)

a)

pad

wafer

slurry

b)

Figure 1. Different scales of contact.
eled in two steps, the single particle �SP� contact model and the �s = �d/ts
multiparticle �MP� contact model, as shown in Fig. 1c and b, respec-
tively. In the SP contact model depicted in Fig. 2, the contact of an
SP with one deformable surface �pad� and one rigid surface �wafer�
was characterized using the FE method. Once the contact behavior
of an SP was characterized, the overall effect of multiple particles on
the contact of two flat surfaces �one rigid and one deformable� was
modeled in the MP contact model �Fig. 1b�. The results of the MP
contact model were used in the multiasperity �MA� contact model to
characterize the contact of a rough pad with a flat wafer surface in
the presence of interfacial particles �Fig. 1a�.

The elastic modulus of a porous pad Ep depends on the density
ratio �po/�so and on whether or not the pad cells are open.21 Ep is
one-fourth to one-third of the elastic modulus of the polymer sub-
strate material Es for typical pads.22 The pad porosity was intro-
duced to the model by considering the relative size of the abrasives
with respect to the pad asperity. We assumed that the pad’s local
interactions with the abrasives were dominated by the solid pad
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Figure 2. The SP contact model at different particle penetrations.
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elastic modulus Es. Therefore, the solid pad elastic modulus was
used in the SP and MP contact models, while the porous pad elastic
modulus Ep was considered in the MA contact model.

SP contact model.— The contact of a rigid spherical particle,
with radius rp, trapped between two flat surfaces �one rigid and one
deformable�, as shown in Fig. 2, was investigated using an axisym-
metric FE model constructed in Ansys 9.0 �Canonsburg, PA�. The
details of the analysis were reported in Ref. 11. The two-parameter
Mooney–Rivlin hyperelastic material model was used to simulate
the material behavior of the pad. In this model, strain energy density
function was expressed in terms of two material constants, a10 and
a01. Here, a10 and a01 were taken to be 0.5 MPa, which yielded
Es = 6 MPa.23 Poisson’s ratio of elastic surface, �s = 0.49, which is
typical of nearly incompressible rubberlike materials, was used in
the model.

In the particle contact regime �Fig. 2a�, 0 � �p � 2rp, the fol-
lowing curve fit relationship was established for the particle contact
force fp

p 11

fp
p =

Es

1 − �s
2rp

2�4

3
��p

rp
�3/2

− 0.10��p

rp
�2.89� for 0 � �p � 2rp

�3�

where �p is the displacement of the rigid particle �Fig. 2a�. In the
mixed contact regime �Fig. 2b�, �p � 2rp, the particle contact force
fp
m was expressed as a function of the average compressive strain

11
fp
m =

Es

1 − �s
2rp

2	 5.4��s�0.57 + 3.12 for 0 � �s � 0.05

11.1��s − 0.05�0.90 + 4.10 for 0.05 � �s � 0.2

40.94��s − 0.2�2 + 13.14��s − 0.2� + 6.11 for 0.2 � �s � 0.45

 �4�
where �d �=�p − 2rp� is the displacement of the deformable medium
due to a direct contact and ts is the thickness of the pad. In the mixed
contact regime, the influence radius ri and the pad-to-wafer direct
contact pressure pd

m, defined in Fig. 2b, were also required. The
variation in these parameters were described using the following
relationships11

ri = 1.52rp��s�−0.45 for 0 � �s � 0.45 �5�

Pd
m =

Es

1 − �s
2	 0.76�s for 0 � �s � 0.015

0.85��s − 0.015� + 0.011 for 0.015 � �s � 0.2

1.8��s − 0.2�1.16 + 0.17 for 0.2 � �s � 0.45


�6�

MP contact model.— In the MP contact model, the local contact
of two flat surfaces �one deformable and one rigid� was analyzed in
the presence of rigid interfacial abrasive particles with different
sizes. In the particle contact regime of the MP model, light external
forces are transmitted between two surfaces by particle contacts
alone; in the mixed contact regime, direct contact of the surfaces
participates in load transmission with increasing external forces.
These regimes are depicted schematically in Fig. 3. To calculate the
particle and direct contact pressures, the outputs of the SP contact
model were integrated over all active particles. The number of par-
ticles �v per unit volume of the slurry can be found by the following
relationship if we assume that the particles are spherical and that the
probability density distribution of the particle size 	p and the weight
particle concentration � are known
w
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�v =
�s

�p

�w

�0

4

3
�rp

3	p�rp�drp

�7�

where �p and �s are the mass densities of the particles and slurry,
respectively.

When two rigid surfaces are separated by a distance dsep, only
the particles with diameters �2rp� greater than this value are cap-
tured in the interface.13 Therefore, the number of active particles per
unit contact area �a

mp for a given separation distance is found by the
summation of the number of particles with diameters greater than
the separation distance as follows11

�a
mp�dsep� = �v�

dsep/2




2rp	p�rp�drp �8�

The number of active particles in the mixed contact regime is found
by setting dsep = 0 in Eq. 8.

In the particle contact regime, dsep � 0 �Fig. 3a�, all the load is
carried by particle contacts. The mean particle contact pressure
pp

mp−p can be found by using the number of the active particles �a
mp

from Eq. 8 and the load-displacement function fp
p from Eq. 3, along

with the relationship �p = �2rp − dsep� as follows11

pp
mp−p =

Es

1 − �s
2�v�

dsep/2




2rpfp
p��p�	p�rp�drp for dsep � 0 �9�

In the mixed contact regime, dsep � 0 �Fig. 3b�, the total mean
contact pressure pc

mp has contributions due to the contact of the
wafer with the particles �pp

mp−m� and with the pad �pd
mp�, thus pc

mp

= pp
mp−m + pd

mp. The mean contact pressure pp
mp−m due to particle

contacts is found by using the average compressive strain �p
= dsep/ts in the load-displacement function fp

m from Eq. 4 as follows

pp
mp−m =

Es

1 − �s
2�v�

0




2rpfp
m�− �p�	p�rp�drp for dsep � 0

�10�

The number of active particles �a
mp from Eq. 8 remains constant in

this regime.
The direct contact pressure pd

mp requires knowledge of the direct
contact area Ad

mp = 1 − Ai, where Ai is the total influence area. The
total influence area of the particles as a fraction of the total area Ai
can be found by the summation of the influence areas of individual
particles �ri

2 as follows

Ai
mp = �v�

0




2rp�ri
2�− �p�	p�rp�drp �11�

where ri is given by Eq. 5. The direct contact pressure pd
mp can then

be found by using the following relationship11

Pd
mp =

Es

1 − �s
2�

�p
m

�p

pd
m��p

r − �p�
dAd

mp

d�p
r d�p

r �12�

b) Mixed contact regime, sepd� < 0a) Particle contact regime, sepd� > 0

z sepd�

Elastic medium
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Figure 3. The MP contact model.
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Modeling of Material Removal

Next, wear rate relationships are introduced for a rigid spherical
particle sliding with velocity Vr over a wafer and with hardness Hw
under the influence of normal force fw. Both adhesive and abrasive
wear mechanisms are considered. In adhesive wear, the wear rate
RRad

sp is calculated as follows24

RRad
sp =

kw
adVr

Hw
fw �13�

where kw
ad is an empirically determined adhesive wear coefficient.

Abrasive wear occurs when the harder sphere digs into the softer
substrate. The material is displaced from the groove in the form of
loose wear particles.24 The wear rate RRab

sp is proportional to the
volume of the material swept by the abrasive particle. The instanta-
neous abraded area Aab

sp caused by a rigid sphere sliding over a flat
softer material can be found as follows24

Aab
sp = 2rp�w

3/2 �14�
by assuming that the indentation depth is small compared to a
sphere radius �w � rp. If we assume that the load on the particle is
sufficiently high to cause a fully plastic deformation in the softer
material, the indentation depth can be calculated as follows24

�w =
fw

Hw�rp
�15�

The total abrasive wear rate RRab
sp is proportional to the instanta-

neous abraded area Aab
sp and the relative velocity Vr. An abrasive

wear constant kw
ab was used as only a fraction of the material was

actually worn away from the groove. The abrasive wear relationship
then becomes

RRab
sp = � kw

abVr

Hw
3/2 � 2

�3

fw
3/2

rp
�16�

Bilayer hardness model.— In CMP, material removal is
achieved by a combination of mechanical and chemical effects.
Chemicals in the slurry react with the wafer surface, forming a
passivated layer and thus altering the hardness Hw of the wafer. The
chemical reaction rates between the wafer material and slurry
chemicals, the available reaction time, and the available amount of
chemicals on the wafer surface affect the wafer hardness as a func-
tion of depth from the surface. A bilayer hardness model13 described
by three parameters �the hardness Hpw and thickness tpw of the pas-
sivated layer and the hardness Hbw of the bulk wafer� is adopted in
this work to simplify hardness variation. This model assumes that
the wafer hardness Hw is constant within the passivated layer, and
the wafer material at a depth z larger than passivated layer thickness
tpw, z � tpw, behaves as a bulk wafer material as follows

Hw�z� = �Hpw z � tpw

Hbw z � tpw
� �17�

A sudden transition from Hpw to Hbw was assumed at z = tpw. In
reality, the hardness of the wafer is expected to vary more smoothly
from the surface into the wafer.25 The contact pressure acting at the
wafer–particle interface is not uniform due to different hardness
values of the passivated layer Hpw and bulk wafer Hbw. In this case,
we assumed that the wafer–particle contact was sustained by the
contributions from the contact pressure acting at the particle–
passivated layer and particle–bulk wafer interfaces as follows

fw =
�

2
��aw

2 − abw
2 �Hpw + abw

2 Hbw� for �w � tpw �18�

where aw and abw are the contact radii at the particle–passivated
layer and particle–bulk wafer interfaces, respectively, as demon-
strated in Fig. 4. The particle is considered to be sliding over the
wafer; therefore, only half of the contact area is engaged in contact.
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By assuming that the indentation depths ��w and �bw� are small
compared to the particle radius rp, the contact radii �apw and abw�
can be shown to be related to the indentation depth as follows

�w =
aw

2

2rp
and �bw =

abw
2

2rp
�19�

Using Eq. 18 and 19, the wafer-to-particle contact force fw can be
expressed in terms of indentation depth �w as

fw = �rp���w − �bw�Hpw + �bwHbw� �20�

Indentation depth �w is the summation of the thickness of the pas-
sivated layer, tpw, and indentation depth in bulk wafer, �w = tpw
+ �bw. Therefore, Eq. 20 reduces to

fw = �rp�tpwHpw + ��w − tpw�Hbw� �21�

Equation 21 can be rewritten as follows

fw = �rp�wHw
eff��w� �22�

where the effective wafer hardness Hw
eff is defined as

Hw
eff��w� = 	 Hpw for �w  tpw

tpw

�w
Hpw + �1 −

tpw

�w
�Hbw for �w � tpw 
 �23�

The effective hardness is dominated by bulk wafer hardness, Hw
eff

→ Hbw, as the indentation depth becomes very large �w → 
 and by
the passivated wafer hardness, Hw

eff = Hpw, for a small indentation
depth, �w � tpw. Equation 23 was used in the model to characterize
the effect of the slurry chemicals on the MRR. In the rest of the
paper, the superscript “eff” is omitted for simplicity. The effect of
the relative sliding velocity Vr, which influences the oxidizer con-
centration available to the surface through mass transport26,27 and
the MRR, is not included in the definition of the effective wafer
hardness. If the process was not limited by mass transport and if the
time constant of the chemical reactions on the surface was faster
than that of CMP, then the effective hardness would nearly remain
the same25 and no speed effect would be expected.

RFF.— The wear rate formulas given in Eq. 13 and 16 show that
adhesive wear is linearly proportional to the contact force RRad

sp

� fw, but the abrasive wear has the nonlinear relationship RRab
sp

� fw
3/2. This difference is later shown to have a critical effect on the

outcomes of adhesive and abrasive wear of the wafer. To highlight
this effect, we defined the following two removal force functions
�RFFs� for adhesive Rsp and abrasive Rsp wear

passivated
surface layerparticle

Hbw

bwδ

tpw

aw
abw wδ

Hpw

wf

bulk wafer

sliding

Figure 4. Bilayer hardness model.
ad ab
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Rad
sp = fw and Rab

sp =  2

�3

fw
3/2

rp
�24�

respectively. The MRR for each wear regime can be calculated from
Eq. 13 and 16 by knowing the value of Rsp.

The RFF for the MP contact model, Rmp, was calculated by in-
tegrating the RFF due to each particle, Rsp, over all particles active
in contact in a form similar to Eq. 9 and 10 as follows

Rmp = 	�v�
dsep/2




2rpRsp	p�rp�drp if dsep � 0

�v�
0




2rpRsp	p�rp�drp if dsep � 0
 �25�

From a practical point of view, it makes more sense to report the
RFF as a function of the contact pressure pc

mp acting between the
two surfaces. To achieve this, the separation distance dsep was used
as an intermediate parameter, and the RFF was matched against the
contact pressure pc

mp through look-up tables by using Eq. 9, 10, 12,
and 25.

MA contact between a rough pad and a wafer.— The contact be-
tween a rough pad and the wafer occurs at the tip of pad asperities.
Let us first consider the contact of a pad single asperity with radius
Rs and assume it to behave like a Hertz contact. Then, the mean
contact pressure pc

m and the contact radius a can be found from the
following relationships28

pc
m =

4Ep

3�
� �s

Rs
�1/2

and a = ��sRs�1/2 �26�

where Ep is the elastic modulus of the pad and �s is the pad-asperity
deformation.

If we assumed that the presence of the abrasive particles in the
asperity wafer interface did not influence the Hertz relationships
�Eq. 26�, then the mean contact pressure pc

m could be used to find the
RFF under each pad asperity. For a given asperity, once pc

m was
determined, the Rs per unit area can be found from the Rmp − pc

m

relationship described above; Rs can be found from the following
relationship

Rs = �a2Rmp�pc
m� �27�

The RFF due to the contact of a rough pad and a flat wafer with
interfacial abrasive particles can then be computed by considering
the following relationship

R = �s�
dwp




�a2Rmp�pc
m�	s�zs�dzs �28�

where �s is the areal density of the pad-asperity summits, zs is the
peak height of the surface asperities, 	s is the probability density
function �PDF� of asperity summit heights, and dwp is the wafer to
pad separation.

The applied pressure Po is the controlled parameter in CMP,
instead of the equilibrium separation distance dwp, which can be
obtained for a given dwp as29

Po =
4

3
�sEpRs

1/2�
dwp




	s�zs��zs − dwp�3/2dzs �29�

Real contact area Ar and mean real contact pressure Pm �Pm
= Po/Ar� acting at the tip of asperities can be calculated from the
following relationship29

Ar = ��sRs�
dsep




�zs − dsep�	s�zs�dzs �30�

In the largest scale, the rough contact model, the direct contact area
A , the particle contact pressure P , and the number of active par-
d p
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ticles na were calculated using relationships similar to Eq. 28 except
that Rmp was replaced by the appropriate functions for Ad

mp, Pp
mp, and

�a
mp that are developed in the preceding sections.

Results and Discussion

In this paper, the effects of applied pressure, pad elastic proper-
ties, slurry particle concentration, pad topography, and wafer hard-
ness on the MRR are presented. The base parameters used in the
models and the range of values utilized to evaluate the effect of each
parameter are listed in Table I.

Effect of applied pressure.— The effects of the applied pressure
Po and the pad elasticity on the RFF are presented for soft and hard
pads �Es = 10,100 MPa� with different porosity levels �1
 Es/Ep  4�, in Fig. 5. The characteristics of adhesive and abra-
sive wear models were found to be similar. Figure 5 represents the
RFF due to adhesive wear Rad. A sublinear variation in RFF is ob-
served for a soft pad with high porosity �e.g., Es/Ep = 4�. The RFF
increases almost linearly with applied pressure Po for a hard pad or
a nonporous pad �Es/Ep = 1�. The nonlinearity of the RFF with
respect to the applied pressure Po is quantified by applying a power
law curve fit in the form R = cPo

n. The power law exponent is found
to be n = 0.94 for Es = 100 MPa with 1 � Es/Ep � 4. In a soft pad
�Es = 10 MPa�, the power law exponent decreases from n = 0.94 to
0.88 as the porosity is increased from Es/Ep = 1 to 4. A similar
behavior is observed for RFF due to abrasive wear.

These results can be explained by considering real contact area
Ar and mean contact pressure Pm acting at the tip of the pad asperi-
ties in contact with a wafer. Real contact area Ar is the main con-
trolling parameter for the number of active particles na. The mean
real contact pressure Pm determines the local contact behavior af-
fecting the distribution of contact pressure to particle and direct
contacts. The mean real contact pressure Pm is found to remain

Table I. Physical values of parameters.

Parameter

SD of particle radius ��p�
Mean particle radius ��p = 4�p�
Particle concentration ��w�
Particle to slurry density ratio ��p/�s�
Pad summit radius �Rs�
Pad summit density ��s�
Pad summit SD ��s�
Solid pad elastic modulus �Es�
Modulus ratio �Es/Ep�
Applied pressure �Po�

Applied pressure, Po (MPa)

R
FF

fo
ra
dh
es
iv
e
w
ea
r,
R
ad
(M
P
a)

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.070.000

0.004

0.008

0.012

0.016

0.020

Es / Ep = 1
Es / Ep = 2
Es / Ep = 3
Es / Ep = 4

a) Es = 10 MPa
Ap

R
FF

fo
ra
dh
es
iv
e
w
ea
r,
R
ad
(M
P
a)

0 0.01 00.000

0.004

0.008

0.012

0.016

0.020

b) Es = 100

n = 0.88

n = 0.94
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almost constant as the applied pressure Po is increased. As a result,
the direct contact area ratio Ad/Ar does not change significantly, as
illustrated in Fig. 6a. Figure 6b shows that the number of active
particles na increases with applied pressure as the real contact area
becomes larger with higher applied pressure. Therefore, the sublin-
ear variation seen in RFF for a soft pad is attributed to the sublinear
increase in real contact area Ar and the number of active particles na.
In this work, the asperity summit height distribution was taken to be
Gaussian. The real contact area Ar increases linearly with applied
pressure Po if the tall asperities, which are in the upper part of the
Gaussian distribution, are in contact.29 This is the case for a hard
pad, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The increase becomes sublinear when
lower asperities start to come in contact for a soft pad, where the
equilibrium separation distance is negative for the high applied pres-
sure.

The experiments found in literature for the effect of applied pres-
sure Po were classified into two groups based on the pad elastic
modulus Es �hard or soft pads�. The power law exponents of the Po
term of the MRR obtained from experiments4-10 are summarized in
Table II. The power law exponent varies in the range of 0.84 � n
� 1.04 for hard pads, whereas it varies in the range of 0.53 � n
� 0.89 for soft pads. The tendency for the MRR to become sublin-
ear with a softer pad agrees with modeling results. The models show
a decrease in the power law exponent n from 0.93 to 0.88 as the pad
elastic modulus is reduced from Es = 100 MPa to Es = 10 MPa,
with Es/Ep = 4. This result agrees with oxide CMP experiments,
conducted by Hernandez et al.,6 indicating a decrease in power law
exponent n from 0.96 to 0.89 when a soft pad is used instead of a
hard pad. However, the power law exponent can be as small as n
= 0.53 in the experiments, as shown in Table II, while modeling
results using base parameters did not result in a power law exponent
n � 0.88. This discrepancy could be explained by considering the
assumption of using the Gaussian distribution for asperity summit

Base Range

6.25 nm NA
25 nm NA
2.5% 0–10%

3.7 �alumina� NA
50 �m 25–100 �m

2 � 10−4/�m2 NA
5 �m 1–20 �m

soft� and 100 �hard� MPa 10–100 MPa
1 and 4 1–4

0.007 and 0.07 MPa 0–0.07 MPa
�1 and 10 psi� �0–10 psi�

ressure, Po (MPa)
.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07

Es / Ep = 1
Es / Ep = 2
Es / Ep = 3
Es / Ep = 4

a

.92

n = 0.94

Figure 5. The variation in the RFF due to
adhesive wear Rad with applied pressure
Po for �a� soft �Es = 10 MPa� and �b�
hard �Es = 100 MPa� pads with different
porous elastic modulus ratios Es/Ep.
10 �
plied p
.02 0

MP

n = 0
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heights for the pad. A different assumption for pad topography
causes the power law exponents to change. Ahmadi and Xia14 and
Luo and Dornfeld12 explained the sublinear behavior by considering
a wavy pad topography, which gives a relation between applied
pressure Po and real contact area Ar as Po � Ar

2/3. Using this rela-
tionship, our model for a soft pad would result in a power law
exponent of n � 2/3 as the real contact area Ar is the main control-
ling parameter for the effect of applied pressure Po.

Effect of pad elastic modulus and pad porosity.— Figure 8 shows
the effect of pad elastic modulus Es and pad porosity on the RFF for
constant applied pressure, Po = 0.007 MPa �1 psi�. The behavior
observed for the applied pressure in the range of 0.007 � Po
� 0.07 MPa is similar; therefore, only the plots for Po
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Table II. Summary of power law exponents determined in experime

Experiments Polishing pad Polished fil

Nguyen et al.4 Hard Copper
Clark et al.5 Hard Oxide
Hernandez et al.6 Hard Oxide
Forsberg7 Soft Oxide
Chandrasekaran et al.8 Soft Tetraethyl ortho
Guo and Subramanian9 Soft Copper
Hernandez et al.6 Soft Oxide
Wrschka et al.10 Soft Aluminum
Wrschka et al.10 Soft Aluminum

a IC1400pad.
b IC1000pad.
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= 0.007 MPa are included here. Figure 8a shows that the RFF in-
creases slightly with the pad elastic modulus Es for adhesive wear.
An order of magnitude increase in the pad elastic modulus Es from
10 to 100 MPa results in only �18% higher RFF for adhesive wear
Rad. The pad elastic modulus causes a more significant effect for the
RFF for abrasive wear Rab, as shown in Fig. 8b. An �3.7-fold
increase in Rab can be observed when Es is increased from 10 to 100
MPa.

As the pad porosity �Es/Ep ratio� is increased, the RFF due to
both adhesive and abrasive wear becomes larger, as illustrated in
Fig. 8. Increasing the modulus ratio �Es/Ep� from 1 to 4 causes the
RFF due to adhesive Rad and abrasive Rab wear to increase to �2.6
and �2.3 times, respectively.

pressure, Po (MPa)
0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07

s / Ep = 1

s / Ep = 2

s / Ep = 3

s / Ep = 4

Figure 6. The variation in �a� direct con-
tact area ratio Ad/Ar and �b� number of
active particles na for a soft pad, Es
= 10 MPa, with different porous elastic
modulus ratios Es/Ep.

pressure, Po (MPa)
0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07

/ Ep = 1
/ Ep = 2
/ Ep = 3
/ Ep = 4

Figure 7. The equilibrium separation dis-
tance dwp/�s as a function of applied pres-
sure Po for different pad elastic moduli Es
and porous elastic modulus ratios Es/Ep.

rganized to demonstrate the effect of pad elastic modulus.
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These results are explained by considering the variation in direct
contact area ratio Ad/Ar and mean particle contact force fw

m, plotted
in Fig. 9a and b, respectively. The elastic modulus of the solid pad
material Es affects the particle penetration in the pad–particle inter-
face. For stiffer pads �large Es�, pad-to-wafer direct contact becomes
more difficult, and the direct contact area ratio Ad/Ar becomes
smaller. The porous elastic modulus of the pad Ep controls the local
contact pressure acting at the pad-asperity tips. As the pad porosity
increases �smaller Ep�, the asperity contact spreads over a larger
area; i.e., the real contact area Ar increases, thus causing a mean real
contact pressure Pm at the tip of asperities �local contact pressure� to
decrease. The lower mean real contact pressure Pm decreases the
direct contact area Ad/Ar. If solid Es and porous Ep pad elastic
moduli increase or decrease at the same rate, such that the porous
elastic modulus ratio Es/Ep is constant, the direct contact area Ad/Ar
and the RFF due to adhesive wear Rad, as a result, do not change
significantly because the effects of Es and Ep on Rad offset each
other. In abrasive wear, although this effect is the same, higher mean
particle contact force fw

m causes the RFF for abrasive wear Rab to
increase as the pad elastic modulus Es becomes larger.

Guo and Subramanian9 carried out copper CMP experiments
with alumina slurry using the same conditions �Po = 0.47 MPa �6.8
psi�, Vr = 0.47 m/s, and �w = 2.5%� for a soft �Suba-500� and a
hard �IC1000� pad. They found that the MRR for the hard and soft
pads were �245 and �110 nm/min, respectively. The ratio of
MRR for a hard to a soft pad was �2.2. The same ratio predicted for
adhesive and abrasive wear using Es = 10 MPa for a soft pad and
Es = 100 MPa for a hard pad with Es/Ep = 4 was 1.2 and 3.7, re-
spectively, indicating that the experimental trend can be explained
by considering both adhesive and abrasive wear taking place simul-
taneously.
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A similar experiment was carried out by Saxena et al.26 for CMP
of copper films with alumina slurry �Po = 0.028 MPa �4 psi� and
�w = 3%�. A soft PANW pad �Freudenberg Nonwovens� and a hard
IC1400 were used in their study. The ratio of MRR achieved by a
hard pad �165 nm/min� to a soft pad �140 nm/min� was found to be
1.18, which is very close to the ratio ��1.2� calculated by our
model with adhesive wear.

Experiments30-32 indicate a general trend of increasing MRR
with higher porosity, in agreement with model results. In the CMP
experiments by Fury and James,32 one porous pad with a relative
density �po/�so = 0.6 �IC1000� and one solid pad �po/�so = 1
�IC2000� made from the same polyurethane material were used.
Because the pads were made of the same polyurethane material, it
can be assumed that the solid pad elastic modulus Es is the same for
these two pads, while the porous elastic modulus ratio Es/Ep can be
estimated to be Es/Ep � 3 for �po/�so = 0.6.21 The pads were rough-
ened by using the same conditioning parameters to ensure that the
surface topography of the pads were similar. The average MRR for
a porous pad �IC1000� was found to be �40% higher than that of a
solid pad �IC2000�. This finding qualitatively agrees with the results
of our model �Fig. 8�, indicating an increasing trend for MRR with
increasing pad porosity. Figure 10 shows the effects of pad porosity
and slurry particle concentration on the ratio of RFF values for
porous and nonporous pads with Es/Ep = 3 and 1, respectively. The
solid pad elastic modulus was Es = 100 MPa, and the applied pres-
sure was maintained at Po = 0.007 MPa. Because the particle con-
centration �w used in the experiments32 was not specified, the ratio
of RFF for a porous and a nonporous pad was plotted as a function
of particle �silica� concentration. RFF for a porous pad is greater

tic modulus, Es (MPa)
40 60 80 100

Ep = 1
Ep = 2
Ep = 3
Ep = 4

Figure 8. The effect of pad elastic modu-
lus Es on the RFF due to �a� adhesive wear
Rad and �b� abrasive wear Rab for Po
= 0.007 MPa �or Po = 1 psi�.

tic modulus, Es (MPa)
40 60 80 100

/ Ep = 1
/ Ep = 2
/ Ep = 3
/ Ep = 4

Figure 9. The effect of pad elastic modu-
lus Es on �a� direct contact area ratio Ad/Ar

and �b� mean particle contact force fw
m for

Po = 0.007 MPa �or Po = 1 psi�.
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than a solid pad by 40% for adhesive wear at particle concentration,
�w = 5%, and for abrasive wear at �w = 6%. The increase in MRR
for larger porosity is predicted well by the model.

Particle (silica) concentration, ηw %
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Figure 10. Model predictions for the ratio of RFF for a porous �Es/Ep

= 3� to RFF for a solid pad �Es/Ep = 1� as a function of particle �silica�
concentration �w. The dotted line indicates the ratio determined in the ex-
periments by Fury and James.34
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Figure 11. Equivalent particle concentration �w by weight ratio of particles
of different materials to result in the same volumetric particle concentration,
�v.
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Effect of particle concentration.— In the models, volumetric
particle concentration �v is the main parameter controlling the num-
ber of particles entering the calculations. Particle concentration by
weight ratio �w is commonly used in practice because it is easier to
measure for a slurry. For a given particle concentration �w by
weight ratio, volumetric particle concentration �v can be calculated
using the density of particle material, �p, in Eq. 7. Although the
modeling results are obtained for alumina particles ��al

= 3.7 g/cm3�, results can be applied to different particle materials
such as silica ��si = 2.5 g/cm3� or ceria ��ce = 7.1 g/cm3� by uti-
lizing Fig. 11, which shows the equivalent particle concentration �w
by the weight ratio of different particle materials resulting in the
same volumetric particle concentration �v.

In Fig. 12a, RFF due to adhesive wear Rad is plotted as a function
of particle concentration, �w for applied pressure, Po
= 0.007 MPa �or Po = 1 psi�, and pad elastic modulus Es
= 10 MPa. In this range, the RFF due to adhesive wear Rad in-
creases linearly with the particle concentration �w for a nonporous
pad �Es/Ep = 1�. As the pad porosity increases, the variation in RFF
due to adhesive wear Rad with particle concentration �w becomes
sublinear. RFF due to adhesive wear Rad levels off when the particle
concentration �w � 8% for Es/Ep = 4, which is called the saturation
particle concentration, �w

c . We also determined that the saturation
particle concentration �w

c decreases with a larger pad elastic modu-
lus Es or while a higher applied pressure Po increases �w

c .33

Similar to the behavior of the adhesive wear function Rad, the
abrasive wear function Rab also increases with increasing particle
concentration �w, as illustrated in Fig. 12b. However, in abrasive
wear, we see that Rab reaches a peak at a critical particle concentra-
tion �w = �w

c and drops with increasing �w. The reasons for the
saturation in the adhesive and the peaking in the abrasive wear on
the RFF with particle concentration �w is explained next.

At a low particle concentration �w, there are few active particles
in the contact interface, and the mean spacing between particles is
large, allowing direct contact to occur. As a result of the direct
contact, a fraction of the applied pressure Po is carried by direct
contacts, and the particle contact pressure becomes Pp/Po � 1. An
increase in the particle concentration �w results in an increase in the
number of active particles na. This, in turn, causes the mean spacing
between the particles to become smaller, reducing the direct contact
area Ad. This effect is quantified in the results presented in Fig. 13a.
As particle concentration reaches a critical value, �w = �w

c , the
mean spacing between the particles becomes such that direct contact
is prevented, and the applied pressure is transferred entirely through
the particles. As a result, at the saturation particle concentration �w

c ,
the direct contact becomes zero, Ad = 0, and the particle contact
pressure becomes Pp/Po = 1. Increasing particle concentration
above this saturation value, �w � �w

c , does not change the fraction
of the applied pressure Po carried by particle contacts. Thus, we see

concentration, ηw %
4 6 8 10

Es / Ep = 1
Es / Ep = 2
Es / Ep = 3
Es / Ep = 4

Figure 12. The effect of particle concen-
tration �w on RFF due to �a� adhesive
wear Rad and �b� abrasive wear Rab for a
low applied pressure Po = 0.007 MPa �or
Po = 1 psi� and Es = 10 MPa.
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that the saturation particle concentration �w
c is a critical factor in

material removal. The magnitude of �w
c increases using softer �small

Es� or lower porosity �small Es/Ep� pads or by applying higher pres-
sures Po.

The behavior of adhesive �Rad� and abrasive �Rab� RFFs, when
the particle concentration is greater than the saturation particle con-
centration, �w � �w

c , can be explained by considering the variation
in the mean contact force fw

m on each particle as a function of par-
ticle concentration, as shown in Fig. 13b. The mean particle contact
force fw

m is determined by the particle contact pressure Pp and the
number of active particles na as fw

m = Pp/na. Figure 13b shows that
the mean particle contact force fw

m decreases with increasing particle
concentration, �w, where the number of active particles na becomes
larger. When �w � �w

c , the particle contact pressure, Pp remains
constant. If the variation in RFF due to adhesive Rad and abrasive
Rab wear achieved by all active particles is considered, Rad � nafw

m

and Rab � nafw
m3/2

, the increase in the number of active particles na
offsets the decrease in mean contact force fw

m, and Rad remains con-
stant in this regime, whereas a reduction in the mean particle contact

force fw
m causes Rab to decrease as Rab is proportional to fw

m3/2
as

�Rab � nafw
m3/2

�.
The saturation of the MRR with increasing particle concentration

has been observed experimentally. Bielmann et al.33 conducted
W-CMP experiments using alumina particles with different particle
sizes �145 nm  �p  1000 nm� and concentrations �2%  �w
 15%�. Experiments were performed with a hard pad �IC1000�
under an applied pressure of Po = 0.045 MPa �or Po = 6 psi�. In
Fig. 14, we plot the MRR determined in these experiments. The
MRR was normalized with respect to the largest measured MRR and
plotted as a function of particle concentration �w for different par-
ticle radii �p. The experimental conditions were simulated by our
model using applied pressure, Po = 0.045 MPa, pad elastic modu-
lus, Es = 100 MPa, and elastic modulus ratio, Es/Ep = 4. The base
parameters listed in Table I were used in the simulations. Figure 14
shows that the model using adhesive wear assumption accurately
predicted the experimentally observed saturation effect for small
particles ��p  300 nm�. The experimentally observed saturation
effect takes place for small particles, somewhere in the range of 5
� �w

c � 10% �Fig. 14�, while the model predicts the critical particle
concentration to be �w

c � 6.5%. The decrease in MRR above satu-
ration particle concentration �w

c predicted by the abrasive wear
model was not seen in experiments. The saturation effect was not
observed for large particles in the experiments ��p � 300 nm�. The
model prediction for the critical particle concentration �w

c does not
depend on the particle size.

Forsberg7 reported CMP experiments on a silicon �Si�100�� wa-
fer using silica slurry and a soft pad �Suba500�. The applied pressure
was adjusted to be P = 0.009 MPa �P = 1.3 psi�, while the par-
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ticle concentration was varied in the range of 0 � �w � 6.5%. The
results of this experimental work are compared to the predictions of
our model, with Es = 10 MPa �for a soft pad�, Es/Ep = 4, and ap-
plied pressure Po = 0.009 MPa. Other parameters of the model are
listed in Table I. Figure 15 shows the comparison of normalized
MRR found in the experiments and predicted by the simulations
using adhesive and abrasive wear assumptions. The original data
from the experiments are also shown in Fig. 15. Material removal is
achieved in the experiments even when the particle concentration is
reduced to 0, i.e., MRR � 50 nm/min for �w = 0%. This is attrib-
uted to the etching of the wafer material by slurry chemicals. To
quantify the effect of particle concentration considering mechanical
removal, MRR due to etching at �w = 0% was subtracted from the
experimental MRR, and then MRR was normalized with respect to
the maximum MRR. Comparing the normalized MRR determined in
the experiments and model results, good agreement was found for
both adhesive and abrasive wear assumptions, except that the slight
decrease in MRR for abrasive wear above saturation particle con-
centration �w

c was not seen in experiments. The saturation particle
concentration predicted by our model is �w

c � 6.5% for adhesive
wear, which is very similar to �w

c predicted by the models for a hard
pad Es = 100 MPa and higher applied pressure Po = 0.045 MPa
given for a comparison with experiments by Bielmann et al.33 �Fig.
14�. The effect of a softer pad is to increase the saturation concen-
tration �w

c , while a smaller particle material density �p causes a

concentration, ηw %
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Es / Ep = 3
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Figure 13. The effect of particle concen-
tration �w on �a� direct contact area ratio
Ad/Ar and mean particle contact force fw

m

for Po = 0.007 MPa �or Po = 1 psi� and
Es = 10 MPa.
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Figure 14. The comparison of the variation in normalized MRR with par-
ticle concentration �w determined in experiments by Bielmann et al.35 and
models.
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decrease in �w
c . The material density of silica particles ��si

= 2.5 g/cm3� is smaller as compared to alumina particles ��al
= 3.7 g/cm3�, which gives more particle volume for a given particle
weight concentration �w of silica particles. These two opposing ef-
fects offset each other, and the model predicts similar saturation
particle concentration �w

c values as observed in these separate ex-
periments.

The variation in MRR as a function of particle concentration �w
was also studied experimentally for CMP of copper films with alu-
mina slurry by Guo and Subramanian.9 In these experiments, CMP
was performed with a hard pad �IC1000� and applied pressure was
fixed at Po = 0.048 MPa �Po = 6.8 psi�, while three different rela-
tive velocities Vr were used. The results of these experiments were
compared to our model, where simulations were carried out with the
following pad elastic properties Es = 100 MPa and Es/Ep = 4 and
applied pressure Po = 0.048 MPa. The results are given in Fig. 16.
In Fig. 16a, where the pad-asperity radius is taken as Rs = 50 �m,
the model overpredicts the saturation particle concentration. The de-
viation between experiment and model results decreased for an as-
perity radius of Rs = 100 �m used in the model ��s = 5 �m�, as
shown in Fig. 16b. A larger pad-asperity radius Rs shifts the model
results for the saturation particle concentration �w

c to a lower level.
A similar effect can be obtained by decreasing the SD of pad rough-
ness �s, which also causes the mean contact pressure Pm to de-
crease, as a smaller number of particles, na, are sufficient to prevent
direct contact at lower local contact pressures. Good agreement was
found between experiment and model results when �s = 3 �m is
used in the model, as shown in Fig. 16c. Considering the effect of
pad conditioning parameters on pad topography, it is possible that
pad-asperity radius Rs and pad-asperity SD �s were different in ex-
periments by Guo and Subramanian9 than the default values used in
the model �Table I�. The values in literature reflect this variation for
different conditioning methods as pad-asperity radius in the range of
30 �m  Rs  100 �m 17,34 and pad-asperity SD in the range of
3 �m  �s  29 �m 35,36 were reported. Therefore, the model re-
sults are considered to be accurate although some adjustments for
asperity radius Rs and SD �s within the ranges given in literature are
required to match experimental results more closely.

Effect of pad topography.— Although the applied pressure Po is
one of the important process parameters in CMP, the real contact
pressure acting at the interface of the pad asperity and the wafer
determines the characteristics of material removal. The surface to-
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Figure 15. The comparison of the variation in normalized MRR with par-
ticle concentration �w determined in experiments by Forsberg7 and models.
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Figure 16. The comparison of the variation in normalized MRR with par-
ticle concentration �w determined in experiments by Guo and Subramanian9

and models with asperity radius and pad roughness values of �a� Rs
= 50 �m and �s = 5 �m, �b� Rs = 100 �m and �s = 5 �m, and �c� Rs
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pography of a rough pad influences the contact and the distribution
of the applied pressure through the asperities on the wafer, and the
mean real contact pressure Pm on each asperity and the real contact
area Ar are, therefore, strong functions of pad topography. The mean
pad-asperity radius Rs, the SD �s, the PDF 	s of the pad-asperity
peak heights, and the areal density of asperity peaks are the param-
eters related to pad topography analyzed. A Gaussian distribution for
PDF of asperity summit heights is employed in this work.

The mean contact pressure Pm and the real contact area Ar are
related as Pm = Po/Ar, where Pm decreases as contact spreads over a
larger area. The real contact area Ar is the main controlling param-
eter for the number of active particles na, whereas the direct contact
area Ad is a strong function of the mean contact pressure Pm. The
general trends seen for the variation of RFF with pad topography are
similar for a soft �Es = 10 MPa� or hard �Es = 100 MPa� pad and a
low �Po = 0.007 MPa� or high �Po = 0.07 MPa� applied pressure.
Furthermore, the effects of RFF due to adhesive wear Rad are similar
to that of abrasive wear Rab. Therefore, in Fig. 17a and b, the varia-
tion in RFF due to adhesive wear Rad is presented. The effects of the
SD of pad-asperity summits �s and the mean pad-asperity radius Rs
are investigated for Es = 10 MPa and Po = 0.007 MPa. These fig-
ures show that the RFF is higher for smaller �s or larger Rs values.
This effect becomes more significant with increasing pad porosity
Es/Ep. This behavior can be explained as follows.

As the SD �s of the pad-asperity summits decreases, the real
contact area Ar due to the pad-to-wafer contact increases, causing a
mean contact pressure Pm to decrease �Fig. 18a�. A lower mean
contact pressure Pm decreases the tendency of particles to become
embedded in the pad, thus diminishing the direct contact area ratio
Ad/Ar, as demonstrated in Fig. 18b. This improves the ability of the
pad to transfer applied pressure on the particles. These effects gen-
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erally cause RFF to increase with smaller values of the SD �s of the
pad roughness. Figure 18b also shows that the direct contact area
ratio Ad/Ar does not vary significantly when porosity is small, e.g.,
Es/Ep = 1, as direct contact remains dominant for different �s val-
ues. For more porous pads, e.g., Es/Ep = 4, the mean contact pres-
sure Pm transitions, with �s, from a particle-dominant to a direct-
contact-dominant regime, where a small change in contact pressure
translates to a significant variation in direct contact area Ad/Ar and
particle contact pressure ratio Pp/Po magnifying the effect of �s for
large Es/Ep. A similar mechanism explains the variation in RFF with
respect to asperity radius Rs.

The effect of pad topography was investigated experimentally by
performing oxide CMP experiments with silica slurry.35 Two differ-
ent conditioning disks, random diamond disk �RDD� and uniform
diamond disk �UDD�, were used to generate different pad topogra-
phies. RDD had diamonds with different distributed protrusion
heights and shapes, while the protrusions on UDD were of pyrami-
dal shape and had the same heights. As a result of the geometry of
conditioning disks, pads conditioned by RDD had an SD of pad-
asperity heights �s = 4.94 �m and skewness Ss = 0.19, whereas for
pads conditioned by UDD these values were �s = 2.96 �m and
Ss = 0.44, respectively. CMP experiments were performed by using
each pad with an applied pressure, Po = 0.035 MPa �=5 psi�. The
average MRR achieved using an RDD conditioned pad �320 nm/
min� was 10% lower than the MRR achieved using a UDD condi-
tioned pad �355 nm/min�. We modeled the conditions of these ex-
periments by introducing �s of each pad and by using Es
= 100 MPa, Es/Ep = 4, with the base parameters listed in Table I.
The effects of skewness were neglected. The model predicted the
MRR of the RDD conditioned pad to be 14% lower than that of the
UDD conditioned pad, which agrees with experiments.

y radius, Rs (µm)
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Figure 17. The effect of �a� pad rough-
ness �s and asperity radius Rs on RFF due
to adhesive wear Rad for a soft pad Es
= 10 MPa with different porous elastic
modulus ratios Es/Ep.
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Figure 18. The effect of pad roughness �s
on �a� real contact area ratio Ar and �b�
mean contact pressure Pm for a soft pad
Es = 10 MPa with different porous elastic
modulus ratios Es/Ep.
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Effect of passivated surface layer.— The slurry chemicals react
with the wafer surface and form a passivated surface layer on the
wafer. The hardness of this layer Hpw may be lower or higher than
the hardness of the bulk wafer material Hbw.37 The effective hard-
ness Hw of the wafer is calculated based on Eq. 23. The indentation
depth of a SP �w can be calculated as �w = fw/��rpHw� by using Eq.
22. Considering the dependence of the pad-to-particle contact force
on the particle radius, fp

p or m � rp
2 �Eq. 3 and 4�, the indentation

depth is linearly proportional to the particle size �i.e., �w � rp�. As
the particle size rp increases, the indentation depth of a particle �w
becomes larger. If the passivated layer is softer than the bulk, this
causes the effective hardness Hw to increase, or if the passivated
layer is harder than the bulk, the effective hardness Hw decreases.
This, in turn, has an effect on the MRR, as RRad � 1/Hw and
RRab � 1/Hw

3/2.
The effect of the mean abrasive particle size �p is investigated

for different passivated layer thicknesses in the range of 0 � tpw
� 16 nm, and Po = 0.007 MPa �1 psi� in Fig. 19. The elastic
modulus of a hard pad, Es = 100 MPa, passivated layer hardness,
Hpw = 1000 MPa, and bulk wafer hardness, Hbw = 4000 MPa, are
used in this figure, along with the base values listed in Table I.
Figure 19a shows that the mean indentation depth of particles �w

m

increases linearly with mean particle radius �p when the passivated
layer thickness tpw is very small �tpw � 0� or very large �tpw
� 16 nm�. For intermediate values, e.g., tpw � 4 or 8 nm, a change
in slope occurs as the mean particle size �p exceeds a critical value,
at which the particles start to indent through the passivated layer. As
a result, effective hardness Hw increases with mean particle size �p,
as shown in Fig. 19b, and approaches the bulk wafer hardness Hw
� Hbw. A larger effective hardness Hw translates to a lower MRR as
quantified by RFF normalized by effective wafer hardness, Rad/Hw,
plotted in Fig. 19c. An opposite behavior would be observed if the
passivated wafer is harder than the bulk, Hpw � Hbw. In this case,
MRR would decrease with a larger particle size �p for intermediate
values of passivated layer thickness tpw.22 The experimental findings
in literature show both increasing38,39 and decreasing33 trends for
MRR with a larger particle size. The results presented here can help
guide the interpretation of similar findings.

Conclusions

In this work, contact of a rough deformable pad and a smooth
wafer with interfacial abrasive particles was analyzed. The interac-
tions due to the two-body contact between the pad and the wafer
�direct contact� and the three-body contact between the pad, the
abrasive particles, and the wafer �particle contact� were considered.
The model is extended for the computation of MRR for CMP by
considering abrasive and adhesive wear mechanisms. The effects of
these parameters are investigated, and the model results are com-
pared with published experimental data. The results of this paramet-
ric analysis are summarized as follows.

1. Applied pressure: The model shows that the MRR has a
power law relationship with applied pressure Po. The power law
exponent was computed to be in the range of 0.85 � n � 1.1. The
sublinear behavior corresponds to a soft pad �e.g., Es = 10 MPa�
with high porosity �e.g., Es/Ep = 4�. The value of n decreased with
decreasing particle concentration �w and a SD of pad roughness �s.

2. Pad substrate modulus and porosity: The model showed that
stiffer pads �large Es� and increased porosity cause the MRR to
increase for both adhesive and abrasive wear assumptions.

3. Particle concentration: The model shows that the MRR in-
creases linearly with the particle concentration �w when �w is small.
A saturation effect was observed at a critical saturation particle con-
centration �w

c , above which the MRR due to adhesive wear remains
constant. For �w � �w

c , the MRR due to abrasive wear was pre-
dicted to decrease.

4. Pad roughness: The model results indicate that the MRR in-
creases with a smaller SD of pad summits � , whereas a larger
s

Downloaded 25 Nov 2009 to 129.10.64.116. Redistribution subject to E
summit radius Rs and an increased asperity density �s causes the
MRR to decrease.

5. Wafer hardness: The MRR becomes a function of particle size
� due to the effect of � on the effective hardness. In the soft
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passivated surface layer, a larger particle size �p results in lower
MRR, while the opposite is true in the hard passivated surface layer.

6. Wear mechanism: A better agreement is found between the
MRR predicted by the model using adhesive wear and experiments
as compared to abrasive wear. Therefore, adhesive wear mechanism
assumption seems to be more appropriate for CMP.

This work showed that the fraction of the applied pressure car-
ried by particle contacts is an important factor affecting the MRR, as
most of the materials are removed by the abrasive particles trapped
between the pad asperities and the wafer. Each of the problem pa-
rameters, whose effects are summarized above, affects this fraction
differently. Nevertheless, a contact mechanics approach was shown
to be helpful in explaining the experimentally obtained trends. The
authors hope that this and similar models can be used to design
controlled experiments to investigate the complex interrelations be-
tween the various parameters that control material removal in CMP.
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